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The basic retrieval technique currently utilized by the NESDIS for
operational temperature profiles is outlined in Table 1 for the three
distinct layers 1000-100 mbar, 70-10 mbar and 5-0.4 mbar. This layered
structure is, essentially, dictated by the available rawinsonde information
up to 10 mbar and the more limited rocketsonde data above that level. The
points we wish to stress are three-fold:
1. The TOYS system is comprised of 3 seperate instruments; MSU.HIRS-2 and
SSU, with seperate channels within each instrument. Thus, a failure mode can
occur that will reduce the available information, but will ncTt be
catastrophic. Retrievals can be produced that will h&'ie inherently different
properties.
2. For 10 mbar and below, the updated regressional retrievals are self-
healing in that changes in the system, either due to a failure mode or to
launch of a new instrument, are adjusted within a few weeks.
3. Above 10 mbar this self- healing process is not possible as the
rocketsonde data are much more limited both in time and space. Hence, a
collective is made after the fact and a series of analysis- rocketsonde
comparisons published.
To indicate the magnitude of the problem, we present in Figure 1 the
average values of the analysis minus rocketsonde matchups for 4 periods from
October "80 to February '85. We see that the range of adjustments is about
4-6 degrees and that unless these are taken into consideration we would have
little hope of being able to detect a trend of about 1.5 degrees per decade.
Finally, in Figure 2 we present the analysis minus rocketsonde comparisons
at 1- and 2- mbar for the period September '81 to October '83, plotted by
station as function of latitude. We note that at the time of preparation of
this figure the data from the Eastern Test Range (Cape Kennedy, Antigua,
Ascension Island) and Shemya were not available. They have since become
available and are consistent with the presented values. For both levels, it
is clear that the values at Primrose Lake are the major departure from
average. The question is whether they are part of a pattern of satellite
bias with latitude (or air mass) or are merely a reflection of some
difficulty at site. Also, there are no data beyond 8 degrees south in the
Southern Hemisphere.
In summary, we have indicated that the requirement exists for a high
quality, independent 'stratospheric temperature measurement system with which
to verify the satellite instrument to instrument consistency. Such a system
does not exist.
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 TIRO* OPERATIONAL TtRTICAL SOCTPINCt (TOVS)
LATER MEAJ TEMPtlAWRM Mima ST>Nft>JO PRESSURE LITELJ
HULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION or j MEASURED KAOUKU ROM STIATO-
snotic oujmiLi or stp. mu AMD mu TO OITAII nxntATuui AT
UVtLS HUM 5 TO 0.4 KB. UCtKSSION COfrFICIIVTS OtllTlO IT
UCUISIHC tAOIANCeS SIMULATED FtON CLINATOLOCICAL SANT1JI Of
1200 JOCKETSOIIDCS-tAPIOSOIPIf ACAIMST TCNFEtATUU nOH TIAT
CLIMATOLOCICAL iAMPLI.
OOCPriCICPTTS ARE HOT OPBATEfl.
MULTIPLE LIKEAE tECKESSlOll Of TOfS HEASUUO JAflTABOIt TO OITAII
TEWIIATUUS AT UVILS non jo to 10 m. uoiEssiM cotrriciEm
M1IVED IT RECtESSIHC NIASUtU RAOIANCES AGAINST KEA1LT CO I »C I POTT
tAPIOSOIIPE DATA fOt UCIVT PUIOO.
QOEfficiEirrs UPDATED EVOT i TO 2 OTEKJ. STRATIFIED in 5 LATITUDE
EATOS (90-40S. «0>30t. M»->0«. V>-*0», 40-90M).
noposranic •ETIIETALI DOITED IT EICUYECTOI (STATISTICAL^
TECOIQOI (smn A* VOOLT).
COEFFICIENTS UPDATED ETE1T WEXE.
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ANALYSIS MINUS ROCKET SEPT. 81 - OCT. 83
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